
MOO LOHKENN TIME VOICE  (Solo)  (D)

Free Creative Music

Moo Lohkenn - voc, electronic time effects

Moo Lohkenn is a german contemporary (jazz-)singer and vocal artist who includes archaic expressions of 
the voice in her work. Many kinds of improvisation are melted by her in an individual way and combined with 
own playing concepts, compositions and lyrics.

Time Voice is a solo-project with free creative music that presents the singer using electronic (live) time 
effects - echo and 2-sec-repeat - which enables her to play with her own voice as an accompaignement.

The vocal improvisations, including elements of composition and lyrics, lead to the deep-grounded sound-
world of the human (female) voice, singing of spaces of a reality that is the source of all myths.

The singer´s vocal style is characterized as "border-lining" with a special emphasis on micro-tonality, a 
special mixture of stylistic expressions as well as the intensity of a large-scaled and rich-coloured voice.
In Time Voice the voice appears doubbled, multiple or as a choir.

The special thing about the chosen effects are their simpleness which, at the same time, sets up the 
pretension in their use: All sounds are produced by the natural voice, the effects have no influence on the 
sound of the voice, but only on the arrangement on time elements.
They can only be used live - it`s not possible to pre-record. Also only one single material of a duration of two 
seconds can be repeated. Those effects are just the opposite to technically large-scaled multi-track-
samplers. They correspond more to the natural echo in caves or in the mountains and the suggestive power 
of mantric structures.

Solo-performances with time effects take place since 2000. Moo Lohkenn performed with it in Germany, 
Italy and the USA, a.o. at Vocal Attack Festival Dortmund, Festival Interakt Köln, Wuppertaler Jazzmeeting. 
Two times she was featured by radio stations in Südtirol/Alto Adige. Since 2009 the solo-work with time 
effects is continued and named Moo Lohkenn Time Voice. A solo-recording of that is planned for 2010.

Moo Lohkenn played/recorded a.o. with Alan Silva, Gunter Hampel, Peter Kowald, Butch Morris, Evan 
Parker, Carlos Zingaro, Le Quan Ninh, Stefan Keune, Jaki Liebezeit, Alfred Harth, Thomas Lehn, Josephine 
Truman, Bernd Köppen, Peter Brötzmann, Günther „Baby“ Sommer, Achim Krämer, Cooper-Moore, Tom 
Abbs, Chad Taylor, Terry Jenoure, Martin Blume. Moo Lohkenn toured throughout Germany, in some 
European contries and the USA, a.o. at Jazzfestival Moers and New York`s Vision Festival.



Presse:

“Moo Lohkenn’s vocal sound and singing almost put the listener in a state of trance.“
Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Bochum (D)

“With impressive virtuosity Moo Lohkenn uses her voice like an instrument which is capable of producing 
each and every kind of notes and sounds.“
Anne-Kathrin Reif, Westdeutsche Zeitung, Wuppertal (D)

“... an impressive ‘free music solo voice performance’ of the artist Moo Lohkenn.“
Bergische Zeit (D)
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Moo Lohkenn
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E-Mail: ml@moolohkenn.de

http://www.moolohkenn.de/info


